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Text Box
Money disappears using the trust of a family member as unwitting cover. The estimated $545,820.43 cash payment to the Estate on April 21, 1992, for the full payoff of the Lynch Note, is not reported.  Only the interest of $26,917.17 is reported. The difference of $518,903.26 disappears.
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Text Box
It is impossible to stop the accountants from making money disappear. It is impossible to stop them from covering it up by dividing and destabilizing your family into powerlessness using a trusting family member to unwittingly carry it out.$545,820.43 (payment) - $26,917.17 (recorded) =  $518,903.26 (disappears)
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A wall of secrecy is established using an innocent family member to carry out the accountants instructions.
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Text Box
Secrecy is essential to the accountants and fatal to the family
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$545,820
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Text Box
Cover. If bk467p191 were exposed it would show that this is cover. 
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Text Box
It is impossible to stop the accountants from making money disappear. It is impossible to stop them from covering it up by dividing and destabilizing your family into powerlessness using a trusting family member to unwittingly carry it out.$545,820.43 (payment) - $26,917.17 (recorded) =  $518,903.26 (disappears)
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1992.04.21 Note paid off in full (prematurely)1992.04.22 Note reported as if it had not been paid off on Edward White's covert letter to trusting Jean Nader on 1992.04.21

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
A cash payment of approximately $545,820.43 was made to the Estate on April 21, 1992, for the full payoff of the Lynch Note. But it was not reported. Only the interest of $27,917.17 is reported. The note  continues to be reported to the State and the IRS as late as April 10, 1995, as if it were still on schedule to mature on April 21, 1995. The Lynch Note disappears between the First and Second Estate Court Accounts without explanation.     "Lynch properties note                         518,903.26"   at bk467p191.     "Int Lynch Prop Note DOD-4/21/92      26,917.17"   at bk467p192                                                               ( $545,820.43    actual payment to the estate on 4/2192) 

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
The accountants do not mention the cash payment of $545,820 to the Estate from the payoff of Lynch Note 1 on April 21, 1992, and the payment does not show in the accountings or tax returns.When the accountants told the beneficiaries that the Lynch note would not produce any capital gain, I told them that it would and the taxes were paid. At that time I did not know that they were not reporting the $545,820 payment. So strangely, the payment was not reported but the taxes on the payment were paid (past through to the beneficiaries).Can we expose the accounting trails for the April 21, 1992, payment of $545,820? Where did the money go?



anthonyoconnell
                          Please judge for yourself
Does dividing the family and rendering the family powerless protect the accountants? 
Does more damage to the family mean more protection for the accountants?
Is there a pattern of the accountants inflicting more damage on the family when the accountants want more protection? Is there a connection between the unrecognized payment of $545,820 to the estate on April 21, 1992, and Mr. White's letter to innocent Jean Nader on April 22, 1992?
Does the established legal structure not offer a way  for the family to protect itself from being divided? Is the family's only option a civil action?  Would the structure of a civil action set innocent family member against innocent family member if one innocent family member trusts the accountant's instructions? Would this divide the family further? Especially when Mr. White prevented the trusting innocent family member from getting bonded (See Mr. White letter of November 5, 1993). 
                                                 ***

From the Bar's letter of November 1, 1993, to Anthony O'Connell:
"Finally, you indicate that Mr. White, over a period of seven years, has made defamatory and divisive statements which you consider to be far more damaging than the issue regarding the real estate settlement. The Code of Professional Responsibility does not proscribe defamatory statements by an attorney, and our office is not the appropriate forum
to investigate or prosecute your claim. If you feel that you have been defamed or libeled by the Respondent, then your remedy is to file a civil action, but a Bar complaint is not an appropriate vehicle to resolve that issue."


From the Office of the Attorney General's letter of September 16, 1997, to Anthony O'Connell: 
"Attorney General Cullen asked that I respond to your letter dated September 23, 1997. In that letter you have asked the Attorney General to address a particular phrase in a 1935 contract between the Commonwealth and the Hiners.
A review of the materials you mailed with your September 3, 1997 letter (in particular, page 501 - 505) demonstrates that your concerns involve issues related to what may amount to a private cause of action. Accordingly, I would suggest that you consult with private counsel.
As I mentioned in my previous reply, a letter which you referenced, the office of the Attorney General is the law firm for the various state agencies of the Commonwealth.
With kindest regards, I remain
Very truly, Stephen U. Baer Assistant Attorney General"


From Commissioner Jesse Wilson's letter of August 8, 2000, to Anthony O'Connell:
"Dear Mr. OConnell
This will acknowledge receipt of a copy of your letter of July 24, 2000 to Judges of the Nineteenth Judicial Circuit Court of Virginia.
While I do not presume to speak for the Court or any of the Judges, I think that it is safe to say:
(1) the Court is not organized or constituted for the purpose of conducting the sort of investigation required to establish the facts that you allege in your letter. The Court can only decide cases based on evidence produced by others;
(2) the officials who are responsible for conducting investigations of alleged crimes in Virginia are the Commonwealth Attorneys (the prosecutors) in each jurisdiction and the police departments and their detectives. If the available facts are sufficient to convince the Commonwealth's Attorney that it can be proved that a crime has been committed, and that a prosecution is not barred by the statute of limitations, his/her job is to bring the matter before the Court.
I hope this will be helpful."

                                                            ***
Can we expose the accounting trails behind Bk467p191 and find out where the money went?


anthonyoconnell
Text Box
The $545,820 cash payment to the estate on April 21, 1992, the day before this letter of April 22, 1992, is not mentioned. .

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
Cover. Please judge for yourself. If bk467p191 were exposed would it show that this is intended to divert attention from and cover up things such as the disappearance of the  $545,820.43 - $26, 917.17  = $518,903.26 on April 21, 1992?

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
This places the filing of the Trust Account before the filing of the Estate Tax Return that is due on June 15, 1992. This makes it easier to entangle the Trust accounting with the Estate Tax Return accounting. Both accounts are done by the CPA Joanne Barnes. 

anthonyoconnell
From my 12th Court Account to the Commissioner of Accounts:"The lawyer will seek my sister's approval to sue me if I don't file the Trust's Seventh Court Account early (page 1). The combined advice of the CPA(firm) and the lawyer force me to file it approximately eighteen months earlier than the Commissioner's scheduled date of October 20, 1993, because I cannnot convince my sister, Jean Nader, that their combined advice is wrong (pages 5,6 and 7). This places the filing of the Trust Account before the filing of the Estate Tax Return that is due on June 15, 1992. This makes it easier to entangle the Trust accounting with the Estate Tax Return accounting and make it appear to my family that the estate was damaged by my management of the Trust."
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Text Box
This is supposed to be a fiduciary relationship.  Jean O'Connell did not want her money to disappear or her family torn apart to cover it up.
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Text Box
It is impossible to stop the accountants from making money disappear. It is impossible to stop them from covering it up by dividing and destabilizing your family into powerlessness using a trusting family member to unwittingly carry it out.
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1992.04.21 The Lynch Note was  paid off in full (prematurely) on April 21, 1992.1992.04.22 In this enclosure to the letter dated April 22, 1992, which is after April 21, 1992, the Lynch Note is reported as if it had NOT been paid off in full. 

Money is not supposed to disappear.
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                                                                              $659.97On April 22 Edward White knew what the 659.97 is about.  On May 19, which is after April 22, Edward White does not know what the 659.97 is about.  Edward White frames the Trustee with the  accounting entanglements created by the CPA Joanne BarnesApril 22, 1992,  Edward White to trusting Jean Nader:"Debt from Harold O'Connell Trust           659.97"                       May 19. 1992, Edward White to Anthony O'Connell:"The K-1 filed by the Trust showed a payment of $816.00 in interest to the estate. You sent a check in the amount of $1475.97 to the estate. What was the remaining $659.97?  Do I have this confused with the tax debit/credit situation which ran from the Third Accounting?
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Text Box
                                                                      Track two numbers(1)  $545,820.43 (Example of money disappearing.  Payment to estate on April 21, 1992.  $26,917.17 is recorded and $518,903 26 disappears)(2)  659.97 (Example of accounting entanglement to cover money disappearing)  

anthonyoconnell
Text Box
                                                                       $545,820.43     "Lynch properties note                         518,903.26"   at bk467p191".     "Int Lynch Prop Note DOD-4/21/92      26,917.17"   at bk467p192"                                                                  (545,820.43)   cash payment to estateThis is an example of making money disappear.  A cash payment of approximately $545,820.43 was made to the Estate on April 21, 1992, for the full payoff of the Lynch Note. But it was not reported. Only the interest of $27,917.17 is reported. The note  continues to be reported to the State and the IRS as late as April 10, 1995, as if it were still on schedule to mature on April 21, 1995. The Lynch Note disappears between the First and Second Estate Court Accounts without explanation.
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Text Box
Cover. Please judge for yourself. If bk467p191 were exposed would it show that this is intended to divert attention from and cover up things such as the disappearance of the  $545,820.43 - $26, 917.17  = $518,903.26 on April 21, 1992?
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Text Box
It is impossible to stop the accountants from making money disappear. It is impossible to stop them from covering it up by dividing and destabilizing your family into powerlessness using a trusting family member to unwittingly carry it out.$545,820.43 (payment) - $26,917.17 (recorded) =  $518,903.26 (disappears)
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If a just power did try to expose the accounting trails at bk467p191 they would find that it is impossible because the trails are covered with confusion and conflict such as those described in this letter. These accounting entanglements were created by the CPA Joanne Barnes, intentionally planted in the accounting and made to appear as if they were created by the Trustee
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Text Box
This is cover. These are examples of confusion and conflict (sometimes called "accounting entanglements" or "659's" here) planted in the accounting to cover the accounting trails and made to appear as the Trustee's fault. 
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Text Box
Let the accounting entanglement 1,475.97 - 816.00 = 659.97  represent all accounting entanglements because it is the simplest to recognize and the dynamics are the same. If you can recognize the dynamics in this simple example you can recognize the same dynamics in the far more complicated examples.
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Let 659.97 represent all the accounting entanglements described in Edward White's letter of May 18, 1992, and all the accounting entanglements covering the accounting trails at bk467p191-*1992.05.19:  Edward White frames the Trustee with the CPA's accounting entanglement 659,97:         "2. The K-1 filed by the Trust showed a payment of $816.00 in interest to the estate. You sent a check in the amount of $1475.97 to the estate. What was the remaining $659.97? Do I have this confused with the tax debt/credit situation which ran from the Third Accounting?"*1993.03.20  Commissioner of Accounts Jesse Wilson approves the item at bk467p191:          "Debt fm Harold O'Connell Trust  659.97"*2012.08.30   The Complaint filed against the Trustee prepared by the B&K law firm and filed on August 30, 2012, says, in part:          "30. Anthony repeatedly and unsuccessfully challenged the Commissioner's determination and requested, inter alia, that the Court and the Commissioner of Accounts investigate a debt of $ 659.97 that he alleged was owed to the Harold Trust by Mrs. O'Connell's estate. In these proceedings, the Commissioner stated, and the court agreed, that there was no evidence to support Anthony's claims that a debt existed and, if so, that it was an asset of the Harold Trust.31. Anthony's repeated and unsuccessful challenges to the rulings of the Commissioner of Accounts and the Circuit Court in connection with the Eleventh Account, and his persistence in pursuing his unfounded claims to the present day, demonstrate that he is unable to administer the Harold Trust effectively and reliably."(Comment: Please correct me if I wrong. but the Complaint against the Trustee is saying that the Trustee trying to get the item "Debt fm Harold O'Connell Trust  659.97 " at bk467p191 recognized means the Trustee is unable to administer the Harold Trust effectively and reliably). 
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Text Box
Why not find the CPA Joanne L. Barnes (EIN 541040148 and SSN 579-44-3240?) who did this accounting and have her answer Mr.White's questions? 
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Text Box
This letter framing the Trustee diverts attention from:     "Lynch properties note                         518,903.26"   at bk467p191.     "Int Lynch Prop Note DOD-4/21/92      26,917.17"   at bk467p192                                                                  (545,820.43)   cash payment to estateThis is an example of making money disappear.  A cash payment of approximately $545,820.43 was made to the Estate on April 21, 1992, for the full payoff of the Lynch Note. But it was not reported.Only the interest of $27,917.17 is reported. The note  continues to be reported to the State and the IRS as late as April 10, 1995, as if it were still on schedule to mature on April 21, 1995. The Lynch Note disappears between the First and Second Estate Court Accounts without explanation.
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Text Box
It is impossible to stop the accountants from making money disappear. It is impossible to stop them from covering it up by dividing and destabilizing your family into powerlessness using a trusting family member to unwittingly carry it out.$545,820.43 (payment) - $26,917.17 (recorded) =  $518,903.26 (disappears)
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"Lynch properties note                         518,903.26"   at bk467p191.
"Int Lynch Prop Note DOD-4/21/92      26,917.17"   at bk467p192

This is an example of making money disappear.  A cash payment of approximately $545,820.43 was made to the Estate on April 21, 1992, for the full payoff of the Lynch Note. But it was not recognized or recorded. Only the interest of $27,917.17 is reported. The note  continues to be reported to the State and the IRS as late as April 10, 1995, as if it were still on schedule to mature on April 21, 1995. The Lynch Note disappears between the First and Second Estate Court Accounts without explanation.
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Text Box
The cash payment of an estimated $545,820 paid to the Estate on April 21, 1992, for the full payoff of the Lynch Note was not recorded except for the $26,917,17 in interest.  Why is the disappearance of this estimated $545,820 payment not recognized? Why is the disappearance of the Lynch note between the First and Second Estate Accounts not recognized? 
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anthonyoconnell
The cash payment of $545,820 made to the estate on April 21, 1992, was not recorded except for the $26,917,17 in interest.  This Lynch note was paid off in full by the estimated  $545,820 payment. But the note is reported to the IRS as late as April 10, 1995, as if it would still not be paid off until it's scheduled maturity date of April 21, 1995.  
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Text Box
It is impossible to stop the accountants from making money disappear. It is impossible to stop them from covering it up by dividing and destabilizing your family into powerlessness using a trusting family member to unwittingly carry it out.$545,820.43 (payment) - $26,917.17 (recorded) =  $518,903.26 (disappears)
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Text Box
The items  described in these notes are accounting entanglements similar to those Edward White describes in his letter of May 19, 1992. They cover the accounting trails with confusion and conflict and make the accounting trails behind bk467p191 impossible to expose.  
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Text Box
Why not ask Edward White to take an accountable position on something? Such as "Who did he represent and when did he represent them"
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Text Box
A civil action would mean I would have to  take our sister Jean Nader to Court as well because she is co-executor with Edward White. The accountants and those who protect the accountants use a trusting  family member(s) as unwitting cover.
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Text Box
It is impossible to stop the accountants from making money disappear. It is impossible to stop them from covering it up by dividing and destabilizing your family into powerlessness using a trusting family member to unwittingly carry it out.$545,820.43 (payment) - $26,917.17 (recorded) =  $518,903.26 (disappears)
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